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About This Game

Michiru's quest to save the world by sealing the Chaos that threatens it is progressing flawlessly... except for the fact that her
fellow Magical Girl and rival, Kazuki, is 5d3b920ae0
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Picture MIchiru from the grisaia series now picture her IQ translated to 90% of the characters in this game 10/10. Paid $20 for
2 hours of gameplay.. This game is about hope. This game is about love. Give it to someone is really important to you.. If you
played The Fruit of Grisaia, then bought the Michiru spin-off, don't expect to bawl your eyes out like many others have. This is
a much more light hearted game. If you liked the long common route or part 1 of the spin off (assuming you are reading this
because you are wondering to buy part 2 after finishing part 1), then you will enjoy this for it's little skits and not so serious
story. Even though this is a spin-off, some of the characters from the sequal of the main series show up, but knowing who they
are is what all really matters, so it's not a terribly huge spoiler alert. Watching all of the anime adaptations should be more than
enough. Like The Fruit of Grisaia, you have the choice of either choosing to go windowed mode, which you can't customize, or
full screen. I would rather have the windowed mode to be the same size as in Grisaia and not the overly huge screen that has
little difference form full screen. Pressing F12 (default minimize and screenshot button) and then another regular key still
makes your game take a screenshot until you restart the game.. Picture MIchiru from the grisaia series now picture her IQ
translated to 90% of the characters in this game 10/10. It's got Michiru.
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